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January 17, 2021

Happy Week of January 17th Everyone,

In keeping with our theme of exploration, what happens when you have a week where it does not
seem that anything is clicking? You seem to be having a difficult time with everything, and those
who you thought were on the same page as you are not. This is common in most people’s lives.
What do you do when all you want to do is scream and blame the Universe? Stop and breathe,
then reset.

Here is a piece of advice from Lisa Goodwin, “You may not be able to control the current, but
you can steer the boat.” What does that mean? This sounds like good advice and in the moment,
you probably feel like that is a good answer/advice. It is, but let’s examine how it works. When
driving a boat in calm weather, there are not a lot of rules. You just have fun whether the boat
goes fast or slow. If there is rough weather, you must pay attention. Slow the boat and do not try
to outrun the waves. That is disaster. You drive into the wave and an angle and drive away from
the wave on the other side. You use the energy of the wave to your advantage. That is life. When
things do not seem to be going your way, do not fight what is happening but use the energy that
is given. Stop the panic; take a deep breath and look at the situation. Lisa says to assign things a
number. 10 is worse than death. When you assign it a number, you have an opportunity to really
look at the obstacle. Assigning the number is acceptance and gives you an opportunity to use the
energy of the situation to your advantage.

What about when those around you throw a curve ball. We all work with people, but we are not
always on the same page or have the same work ethic. What do you do? You can let the ego
mind win and assert your dominance. This may not give you the end game you want. You can
also stop and breathe. Perhaps if you look at things from their point of view, you will see the
Universe is trying to guide you through them. You may also find an opportunity to compromise.
If others are not willing to compromise and calmly talk, that may be the Universe giving you a
sign that you should find other people with whom to work, or it may be the Universe letting you
know that you are being stubborn. How do you know? Stop and breathe. When you close your
eyes and think of the different scenarios, you will know which is correct.

MindFULLme is expanding again with some incredible new tools on our website so stay tuned.
We will be pulling back some of our content to write the new opportunities that we want to bring
to you. There will still be the weekly newsletter. There will also be a new meditation or podcast
each week. This week, Align Your Mind will have a new podcast this Thursday. We promise that
once we unveil to you all what we are planning, you will love it. After that launch, we will return
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to our normal weekly uploads. You can find all our material on Radio.com, Apple Podcast,
Google Play, Spotify, YouTube, and wherever you get your podcasts. We invite you to email us
suggestions on our website, mindFULLme.org, for podcast and meditation topics. Please do not
forget to like and subscribe!

Thank you to all who have liked, subscribed, and followed us. MindFULLme.org is ever
growing and expanding. Please continue to Heal with Us and Empty Your Glass.

The mindFULL me Board
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